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Let (.i/, G, a) be a C* dynamical system and let 6 be a closed * derivation in .:Y 
which commutes with a and satisfies .d” L ker(b). If .w’ is a separable Type I C* 
algebra and G is a second countable compact group, then S generates a strongly 
continuous one parameter group of * automorphisms of .r3. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (&, G, a) be a C* dynamical system with G compact. Suppose 6 is a 
closed * derivation in d which commutes with a, i.e., 2(S) is invariant 
under a and 6 0 a, = ag 0 6 for all g E G. Assume further that the fixed point 
algebra ,dc is contained in ker(6). Is it then true that 6 generates a one 
parameter group of * automorphisms of XI’? 
Goodman and Jorgensen showed [8] that this is true if .3/ is Abelian or if 
.& is isomorphic to the algebra of compact operators on a separable Hilbert 
space. Bratteli and Jorgensen proved [3] that the conclusion holds if .ti’ is 
arbitrary and G is compact Abelian. 
We will establish the following: 
THEOREM. Let (.xf’, G, a) be a C* dynamical system and let 6 be a closed 
* derivation in .r9 which commutes with a and satisfies .dG c ker(d). If .w. 
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is a separable Type I C* algebra and G is a second countable compact 
group, then 6 is a generator. 
Roughly speaking, the proof proceeds by breaking down the algebra over 
its structure space, thus reducing the problem to the consideration of 
comparatively simple algebras induced from algebras of compact operators. 
Several related papers are cited in [3,8]. Some more recent related results 
are contained in [ 10, 121. For background on unbounded derivations in C* 
algebras, see [4]. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let (d, G, a) be a C* dynamical system with G compact, and let 6 be a 
closed * derivation in &. For brevity we will say that (~2, G, a, 6) satisfies 
the tangential condition if 6 commutes with a and zYG z ker(b). 
If (d, G, cz, 6) satisfies the tangential condition, then the faithful 
conditional expectation P,: M’ + dG defined by PO(a) = 1, a,(a) dg must 
satisfy P, o 6 = 0. Therefore, according to [8, Lemma 2.21, in order to prove 
that 6 is a generator it suffices to show that J@’ has a dense set of analytic 
vectors for 6, or that (6 f id)(g(6)) is dense in d. (The condition 
Ila + W4ll > II4 (A E R, a E g(6)) 
then follows automatically.) We also know from [8 ] that if the spectral 
subspaces P,(A) are finite dimensional for all non-trivial rr E G, then 6 is a 
generator. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose (s’, G, a, 6) satisfies the tangential condition and I 
is a closed G-invariant ideal of xf. Then, if a E g(6) n I, 6(a) E I. 
Therefore 6 induces densely defined * derivations 6’ in I and 6, in d/Z with 
6’ closed and 6, closable. Moreover, both (I, G, a, 6’) and (A/I, G, a, 6[) 
satisfy the tangential condition. 
Proof: Take a E .@(a) n Z and let co be any G-invariant state of & such 
that Z E ker(n,). Since w is G-invariant, we have o = o 0 P, so that 
o o 6 = 0. Thus, for all b, c E g(6), 
o(ba(a)c) = o(a(bac)) - w(&b) ac) - w(bad(c)) = 0. 
Hence z,(&a)) = 0, and since this is true for each such o, it follows that 
6(a) E I. 
This observation shows that the restriction of 6 to g(6) nZ defines a 
derivation 6’ in I. A result of Batty [ 1, Lemma 21 shows that g(6) n I is 
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dense in I, so that 6’ is densely defined. It is easy to check that S’ is closed 
and that (I, G, a, 8’) satisfies the tangential condition. 
The same observation shows that the formula 
&(a + I) = 6(a) + z (a E U(S)) 
defines a derivation 6, in &‘/I with dense domain (Q(6) + 1)/Z. We must 
verify that 6, is closable. We have to show that if (a, + I) is a sequence in 
!2(6,) for which I/a,, + III + 0 and 6(a,) + Z + a + I in .&‘/I, then u is in 1. 
Let w be a G-invariant state of ,&’ such tl 
c E P(6). 
w(buc) = lim w(bb(a,)c) 
= lim { w(6(bu, c)) - 01(6(b) 
= 0, 
hat Z E ker(r,,). Then for 6. 
because o o 6 = 0 and rc,(u,) + 0. Thus n,(u) = 0. and since u was 
arbitrary, a lies in I. 
It only remains to check that (-13/Z, G, a, 8,) satisfies the tangential 
condition. This follows since (i, a,(u) dg) + Z = !‘G. (a,(~ + I)) dg for a in .:i. 
and therefore (,d/Z)G = (&’ + I)// c ker(6,). 1 
LEMMA 2. With the same hypotheses us Lemma 1. 6 is a generator [I‘ 
(and on!v if) 6’ and 8{ are generators. 
Prooj: Suppose 6’ and J1 are both generators and let p: .&’ + .&‘ji be the 
natural map. In view of our introductory remarks, it will suffice to show that 
(6 i id)(Q(Q) ’ d is ense in .cP to prove that 6 is a generator. Let a E .d and 
choose c > 0. Since 8, is a generator, we can find an element x in 2(&,) such 
that p(u) = C&(X) + x and therefore an element 4’ in Q’(6,) such that 
II b(Y) + Y - P@)ll < ft. 
Choose b in a(6) such that p(b) = y. Then llp(6(b) + b - a)11 < E, so there is 
an element c in Z such that I/d(b) + b - a + cl1 < E. Since 6’ is a generator. 
there exists an element d E 22‘6’) for which 6(d) + d = c. Setting e = b + d. 
we find that /I 6(e) + e - a 11 < E. Thus (6 + id)(C/((6)) is indeed dense in ,:f’. 
Similarly (6 - id)(GS(6)) is dense. 1 
Given a C* dynamical system (~2, G, u), we recall that there are natural 
jointly continuous actions of G on Prim(-cP) and .d defined by 
g . P = u,(P) (P E Prim(.d)). 
g~rc=7cou~-’ (7&r). 
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LEMMA 3 (Fell, [6, Lemma 17.21). Let (-pP, G, a) be a C* dynamical 
system with G compact. Let P E Prim(d) have orbit M in Prim(&) and 
stabiliser H in G. Then the natural map G/H -+ A4 is a homeomorphism. 1 
The next result is a C* algebraic version for compact groups of an 
imprimitivity theorem of Takesaki [ 13, Theorem 10.51. Let H be a closed 
subgroup of a compact group G and let (9, H, p) be a C* dynamical 
system. Denote by pH the action of H on C(G) by right translation. We 
define the induced C* algebra as 
ind, Tc(9) = [C(G) @ A?]“” 08, 
the fixed point algebra of C(G) @ 9 under pH 0 p. Thus ind,tc(9) is the 
set of continuous functions from G to 9 satisfying 
f(gh) =&?(f(d) (gEG,hEH). 
The induced action of G on ind, ~~(9) is that by left translation. 
LEMMA 4 (Imprimitivity theorem). Let (~2, G, a) be a C* dynamical 
system with G compact. Suppose G acts transitively on Prim(d). Choose 
P E Prim(&), and let H be the stabiliser of P in G. Then H admits an action 
p on the simple C* algebra d/P such that XY is isomorphic to ind, tc(&‘/P) 
as a G-algebra. 
Proof. Let p: &’ + d/P be the canonical map. Since H fixes P, we may 
define a strongly continuous action p of H on d/P by ,f3,(p(a)) = p(a,(a)). It 
is then straightforward to check that the map a tt f,, where 
defines a G-equivariant homomorphism of A#’ into ind,tJ-cP/P). Moreover 
this map is injective, because f, = 0 implies a E n,,, g . P = (0), since G 
acts transitively on Prim(d). 
It remains to check surjectivity and for this it will suffice to show that the 
f,‘s are dense in ind,tc(,oP/P). Let us first observe that ind,tJ&/P) is 
naturally a C(G/H)-module under pointwise multiplication and that, iff is in 
ind,T,(&‘/P), then the function g w /I f(g)11 is in C(G/H). Moreover the 
image of & in indHTc(,PP/P) is a C(G/H)-submodule. To see this, we 
identify C(G/H) with C(Prim(z2)) by Fell’s Lemma 3 and then C(Prim(&‘)) 
with Z(A(&‘)), the center of the multiplier algebra of &‘, by the 
Dauns-Hofmann theorem [ 111. We thus obtain an isomorphism b M f,, 
P(~H(d)) 5 C(G/H) given by 
f-,(g) 1 = P 0 a,‘@)- 
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(Here 1 is the identity in .M(xZ/P) and p 0 a;- ’ has been extended to a 
homomorphism of J(A) into .&7(&‘/P).) Clearly fha = fhf, (a E Y . 
b E S(N(&‘))), so the fa’s do indeed form a submodule. 
Now choose f E ind,T,(,&/P) and E > 0. For a given g, E G, we can find 
a E .d such that f (g,) = f,(g,); and by the remark on norms above, we may 
find an open neighbourhood 2V of g,, invariant under right multiplication by 
ff. such that llf(g) -f,(g)ll < E f or all g in %. Now finitely many of such H- 
invariant open sets g,,..., Z$ are required to cover G; for each q.. there will 
be an element ai in SS?’ for which 11 f(g) - fai(g)li < E for all g in gi. Let 
q1 ,..., q7, be a partition of unity over G subordinate to the open cover / ?<.I 
with each vi E C(G/H) s C(G). Then llCq~~(g)f~~(g) - f(g)!1 < t: for all 
g E G. so that /I C qifai - f 11 < e. By the preceding paragraph, we know that 
x qifa, is of the formf,, for some a in &. Thus /If, - f 11 < c. 
Finally, .&/P is simple since P is a closed point in Prim(.d) by Fell’s 
Lemma 3. I 
Note that if in the previous lemma, ~8’ is Type I, then .w’/P is isomorphic 
to .X’(‘%@), the algebra of compact operators on a Hilbert space YE We also 
remark that a slight modification in the proof of Lemma 4 shows that a 
system (,3L/, G, a) is induced if and only if there is an equivariant embedding 
of C(G/H) into the ideal center -Z&Y(M)) of .d. or equivalently an 
equivariant map of Prim(.,&) onto G/H; for related results see Green 19 I and 
Wassermann I14 1. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that (~8, G, a, S) satisfies the tangential condition. 
.d is a separable Type I C* algebra, and G acts transitively on Prim(.:J 1. 
Then 6 is a generator. 
Proof. Choose P E Prim(d) and let H be the stabiliser of P in G. By the 
imprimitivity theorem (Lemma 4), there is a C* dynamical system 
(X’(,/it”), H, ,8) such that &’ E ind, tG(,5(R)) as G-algebras. The 
separability of ~8’ implies that of .X(Z) and X. By the argument of [ 8, 
Theorem 4.11, namely, by applying the Peter-Weyl Theorem to an 
appropriate central extension of H, we can find an increasing sequence of 
finite rank projections e, E 2’&?‘)0 with strong limit 1. If we identify .w’ 
with [C(G) 0 .X(R)] PH04, then 1 @ e, E XZ’~ s ker(6) for each n. Consider 
the algebra &‘,‘, = (1 @ e,) &‘(I @ e,). Note that Q(6) f7 J$ is dense in .$;, 
and 6(a) E .-8 whenever a E J$. Thus 6 induces a closed * derivation 6, in 
,dn with domain g(S) n A?‘,,,, and (dn, G, a, 6,) satisfies the tangential 
condition. &‘,, is also an induced algebra, 
with G acting by left translation. But the left regular representation of G on 
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C(G) @X(e,X) already has finite dimensional spectral subspaces. So 
(,ip,, G, a) has finite dimensional spectral subspaces, which implies that 6, is 
a generator. 
It follows that 
which is dense in JZ?. Thus 6 is a generator. fl 
Given a C* dynamical system (&‘, G, a), each automorphism ag extends 
to an automorphism of J(J) and g tr ag is a continuous homomorphism 
of G into Aut(J(&)), the latter being given the topology of pointwise strict 
convergence. 
LEMMA 6. Let (A’, G, a) be a C* dynamical system with S’ separable 
and G compact. Then each a in ,M(_pP)’ is the strict limit of elements of zf”. 
ProoJ Let a E J(d)‘. By [2, Proposition 3.51, there is a sequence (a,,) 
in &’ with llanll < l/all f or which a, + u strictly. We claim that P,(a,x) + ax 
for each x in &‘. In fact, 
< I G lla,(a,)x - a,(a)xll dg 
= 1 F II@, - 4 a;‘(x)ll&. 
The last integral tends to zero by the dominated convergence theorem, since 
the uniformly bounded continuous functions g E+ il(a, - a) a;‘(x)]/ tend 
pointwise to zero. Similarly xPO(u,) + xu for each x in A, so that PO(u,) -+ a 
in the strict topology. 1 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that (~2, G, a, S) satisfies the tangential condition, 
and .M’ is separable. Then for h EA(&‘)” and x E g(6), we have 
hx E g(6) and 6(hx) = h 6(x). 
Proof. Let (a,) be a sequence in .MG c ker(b) such that a, + h strictly. 
Then a,x+ hx and 6(a,x) = a, 6(x)+ h 6(x). Since 6 is closed, the 
conclusion follows. I 
We now use the previous considerations to establish our main result when 
Prim(&‘)/G is Hausdorff: the general result will then be deduced from this 
special case. Observe that in this case if K is a compact subset of Prim(&), 
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then GK = (g . P / g E G, P E K} is closed (as well as compact). For if cp: 
Prim(d) -+ Prim(&‘)/G is the quotient map, then GK = (o ~ ‘((p(K)), where 
q(K) is compact, hence closed. Let us apply this to the compact set 
K = {P E Prim(M) 1 ]Ix]lp > E}, 
where x E & and E > 0 [5, Proposition 3.3.71. (Here /1x1],, denotes the norm 
of the image of x in J/P.) The saturation of K, 
GK = {P E Prim(d) 1 ]]x]I~.~ > E for some g E G] 
is closed, so that its complement 
{P E Prim(&) I l]~]]~.~ < F for all g E G} 
is open and G-invariant. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose (J, G, a, S) satisfies the tangential condition, Lo’ is 
rvpe I separable, and Prim(d)/G is Hausdorff. Then 6 is a generator. 
Proof: Let M be a G-orbit in Prim(&). Since Prim(d)/G is Hausdorff, 
M is closed, so that Prim(d/l) = M, where I = n (P / P E M}. Since I is G- 
invariant, 6 induces a * derivation 6, (=6,) in ./I. The system 
(d/l, G, a, JM) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 5, so 6, is a generator 
and (6, f id)(L9(6,)) is dense in &/I. 
We want to show that (6 f id)(53(6)) is dense in &‘. Let a E .d and F > 0. 
Because (6, + id)(g(&)) ’ d 1s ense in &‘/I, there is an element b in U(S) 
such that sup{ ]] b + 6(b) - a ]Ip I P E M) < s/2. Then by the observation 
preceding the lemma, {P E Prim(&) I /] b + 6(b) - a I]R.P < s/2 for all g} is a 
G-invariant open set containing M. Let X = (P E Prim(-r9) I j] a llg.p > 42 for 
some g E G). Then X is G-invariant, closed and compact. Accordingly, there 
exist G-invariant open sets %, ,..., Z$ and elements 6, ,..., b, in g(6) such that 
XcU& and llb,+6(b,)-all,<&/2 f or all P in q. Since Prim(&))/G is a 
locally compact Hausdorff space, there exists a partition of unity (p, ,..., pn in 
C,(Prim(&‘)) such that 
(i) O<Pi< 1, 
(ii) cpi is zero outside Z&, 
(iii) 2 (oi = 1 on X, JJ cpi < 1 everywhere, and 
(iv) q7i is G-invariant. 
The Dauns-Hofmann correspondence between P(.,fY(&‘)) and 
C,(Prim(&)) is G-equivariant, so that P(M(J))’ corresponds to 
C,(Prim(&‘))” = C,(Prim(&)/G). Let h, ,..., h, be the elements of 
P(/qd))G corresponding to 9, ,..., (D,, and define b=C hibj. Then 
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according to Lemma 7, b lies in g(6) and 6(b) = C hip. We claim that 
llb+W)-alI< , E, which establishes the density of (6 + id)(@(6)) in &. In 
fact, 
)Ib + 6(b)-aI(p= ~ hi(bi+6(bi)-U)  ~ h’ -II c la ulllp 
G 1 Ilhitbi + 6(bi) - a>llP + 
II II 
l - C hi ll4lp 
P 
= C ViCp) II bi + d(bi) - a IIP + i l - 2 ViCp> i II a IIP- 
(We have used the fact that the image of hi in A(&/P) is pi(P) . 1.) The 
lirst term in the last line is no greater than s/2, while the second term is zero 
if P lies in X and no greater than l]a ]Ip < e/2 otherwise. Thus ]/b + 
WI - allp < E f or all P in Prim(A) and hence I/b + 6(b) - a /I < E. 
Similarly (6 - id)(g(6)) is dense in -“9, so 6 is a generator. 1 
LEMMA 9. Let (_,P, G, a) be a C* dynamical system with ~2 a separable 
Type I C* algebra and G a second countable compact group. Then &’ has a 
closed G-invariant ideal Z # (0) f or which Prim(Z)/G is Hausdorff: 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of Fell’s Lemma 3 and 
Glimm’s results on locally compact transformation groups [7, Theorem 11. 
End of the Proof of the Theorem. By Zorn’s lemma, we can choose a 
closed ideal .Z of & which is maximal with respect to the properties 
(i) .Z is G-invariant, 
(ii) # is a generator. 
Suppose that J is a proper ideal in &‘. If so, by applying Lemma 9 to &‘/.Z, 
we can find a closed G-invariant ideal Z of -u’ properly containing .Z for 
which Prim(Z/J)/G is Hausdorff. Then (6’) = & is a generator by 
hypothesis, and (6’), is a generator by Lemma 8. Thus 6’ is a generator by 
Lemma 2, contradicting the maximality ofJ. Hence J = & and the result 
follows. I 
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